Hummer h2 air suspension fuse

Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location, and assignment of fuses and relays Hummer H2 , , , , ,
The wiring circuits in your vehicle are protected from short circuits by a combination of fuses,
circuit breakers, and fusible links. This greatly reduces the chance of damage caused by
electrical problems. Look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band is broken or
melted, replace the fuse. Be sure to replace a bad fuse with a new one of the identical size and
rating. Pull off the cover to access the fuse block. The center instrument panel utility block is
located underneath the instrument panel, to the left of the steering column. Necessary cookies
are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes
cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies
do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for
the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Do not repair fuses and never replace a
blown fuse with one that has a higher amp rating. This can cause damage to the electrical
system and fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Use always
an intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact a qualified service center. Main
Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this,
but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that
are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working
of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Hummer X Forum Skip to content. Post a reply. I read on elcova
forums about removing a relay under the left fender well but that did nothing for me. A number
of compressors also continue to be returned and no trouble can be found. Prior to replacing a
compressor, be sure to verify that the relay is functioning properly. Its location under the hood,
just below the master cylinder, is not readily apparent. Refer to SI Document for an illustration
of the location. Please follow this diagnosis process thoroughly and complete each step. If the
condition exhibited is resolved without completing every step, the remaining steps do not need
to be performed. They do not protect them. Protect your Freedom. Protect your Rights. Funny
the relay for the rear suspension is in the front left fender. Since it's cold here everytime I get
into the truck I have to clear out the service air suspension warning and "ice possible. I know
ice is possible! I haven't noticed anything wrong. I read somewhere, manual maybe, that I
should shut off the truck and restart, and if warning still exisits, service then. What are the
common issues with the suspension requiring service and not replacement? What is the est
cost to have it switched to coils? Thanks fellas! Started getting the "Service Air Suspension"
message intermittently, but the air suspension still inflated and maintained ride height when the
truck was running. Sometimes but not always , when the truck was parked overnight, the air
suspension would deflate overnight, but would re-inflate as soon as the truck was started. A few
days ago, whenever I started the truck, the compressor would run for about 30 seconds and
shut off and the "Service Air Suspension" message came on without raising the suspension
sitting on the bump stops. Every time I start the truck it does the same thing, and the
compressor only runs for seconds and does not raise the suspension either side. I bought new
air springs, since the truck's a , and figured it's about time to replace them anyway. When I
pulled the driver side air spring, I checked it for leaks and it had a very tiny leak--not enough to
cause the problem, so I checked the air line while the compressor was running and no air was
coming out of the line on the driver side. So I bought a new driver side height sensor and still
no luck. Nothing has changed and I still have the same problem. No air coming out of the driver
side air line and the compressor shuts off after a few seconds. My local dealer, that used be a
Hummer dealer is now just a Cadillac dealer and seems to be a little clueless. The nearest
hummer dealer is about 30 miles away and I don't want to drive the truck too much on the bump
stops. I know that the ride height needs to be calibrated after a sensor change, but is it possible
that it would not work at all with a new sensor until calibrated? Any other tricks to dianose this?
Any help is greatly appreciated, John. You can't get parts from GM, gotta buy the whole
compressor. The compressors are made by Trelleborg - UK division, they might sell you
components. Hope it is not the air inlet filter that the services manual does not mention. If the
compressor runs for seconds without a height change it will set a code and disable the air ride.
If your positive you have no leaks it sounds like the compressor may be too weak to inflate the
springs. Check the filter, if its plugged remove it and see if it works. If thats not it try to raise the
rear of the body a few inches with a jack under the receiver hitch and see if the bags start to

inflate, if so the compressor is jus weak. If all that fails a new compressor is likely in your future,
the new compressor will need to be upfitted with new air lines as well if you still have the older
single stage unit. Make sure these are ordered with the new unit. Thanks to everyone for your
replies How long would it take to trigger an overtemp fault? Easy Ed, I read your other post
where you posted that photo of the filter and that was one of the first things I checked. My truck
has a ceramic style filter and it looks OK. How long did your compressor run before it shut
down? Was your onboard air hose working and did the compressor stay on while you had the
switch in the back turned on? HUMTECH, I had the driver side air line disconected from the air
spring and the truck lowered all the way to make the sensor think it needed to be raised and no
air was coming out of the air line to air spring while the compressor was running. Is it possible
that the new sensor is so far out of calibration, that it thinks the truck is too high even when
lowered all the way? Do you know the part for the air lines if I convert from the old model to new
model compressor? By the way Thanks for the tip you posted about rerouting the harness to
the new version sensor. Thanks again, John. If the compressor is running it is trying to inflate
the bags so calibration is not an issue. Is there air going to the other line? I dont know the part
numbers but any gm dealer should be able to find them, there should be a note in there
catalogue for required parts when upfitting the dual stage compressor in place of the single
stage unit. I haven't checked the other passenger side line, but there is some pressure in the air
spring, although that side isn't raising either. The driver's side air spring was completely empty
before I removed it and had no pressure. I'll check the other passenger side line tomorrow. Can
you tell from the photo if this is the newer two-stage compressor or the older single stage This
may be why the pump runs ok when it's not lifting the truck. You really need to check the DTCs
before you spend any money-make sure it's not just a height sensor recal issue or something
similar. Any GM store can ck the codes for you, when you get them post them on the forum and
we'll decipher. Believe it or not I had the same thing happened today: Symptoms - service air
suspension light - compressor runs for 20 seconds at start up - rear end does not come up passenger slightly inflated - driver side empty - no air coming from driver side line Already
checked - inflation system goes to well over psi - driver side air bag has no leaks - both sensors
have been recently replaced - air compressor has been changed year ago - disconnected the
battery for a while with no effect - raised the body and cycled the compressor without driver
inflating or passenger changing air pressure Mine happened after towing my other SUV for
couple hundred miles. Also ever since two years ago I changed one of the air bags then in little
while each of the sensors then the compressor I never reset the system, my dealer claims there
is no such a procedure!!! Gold Coast Hummer Dealer. Well the procedure is lift the rear of the
truck, and install the calibration blocks between the bump stop and diff housing every Hummer
dealer should have these as an essential tool depressurize the air suspension system. With the
tech 2 go to chassis, air suspension, special functions and then trim height learn. If everthing is
good trim height learned will be displayed. And yes Plano is correct, it should be scanned to be
sure prior to forking over a pile of money on parts. Ok so we just got back from our NEW dealer,
the diagnoses is "lack off base line for trim control". He cleared the codes and enabled the
system back up for the ride home. Wednesday we go back for System and trim reset. That's
good news Jarek. Planohummer and Humtech, I'm having it scanned at the Caddillaic dealer
tomorrow. Just got back from the dealer. Cleared it and got the same code again. The tech
wasn't sure what that code means, and thought it needed a ride height calibration, but they
didn't have the calibration blocks. I'm no expert, but I don't think that code sounds like a ride
height calibration issue. I have to admit that I was a little bit concerned when they told me that
the air spring was broken because it wasn't connected at the bottom mount when they lifted it
on the lift. I had to explain that since there was no air pressure in the air spring, it's not
expanded. This dealer was a Hummer dealer until about a year ago and is now Cadillac. Is the
pressure sensor on the compressor assembly, maybe in the photo I posted? Any tips on
deciphering this? Thanks, John. Diagnostic info below. There's a new compressor module
software calibration available. Tell them to punch up c in their service information search
window and it's the only bulletin up there. Cause ECAS control module calibration issues. The
air suspension control module also uses this signal to verify that the proper amount of pressure
is achieved in the air dryer within 23 seconds prior to opening of the inlet valves for inflation of
the air springs. Conditions for Setting the DTC The air suspension module detects that the
supplied 5-volt reference voltage circuit for the pressure sensor falls below 4. The air
suspension module detects that the signal voltage circuit for the pressure sensor falls below 0.
The air suspension system will be inoperative. DTC C will be cleared from history after 50
ignition cycles. This DTC is set when:? The pneumatic status of the air suspension system is
out of limits. When excessive amounts of time have elapsed when inflating the air springs.
When there is a air leak in the system. When the compressor relay is defective. When there is an

intermittent or permanent loss of continuity between the compressor and the compressor
supply voltage during an upwards leveling event. If the circuit tests normal, replace the air
suspension control module. Verify the scan tool Air Pressure Sensor parameter is greater than
4. Clear the DTCs and verify the system operates normally.? All rights reserved. Just make sure
you dont have the newer dual stage compressor, if you reflash the module on this system it will
kill the module. Only the early single stage systems had programmable modules. Air
suspensions use inflatable bags to provide a smooth and comfortable ride. Along with the
comfort, some air suspension systems allow adjustments of the ride height to accommodate for
rough terrain. The air suspension system comprises of an air compressor, the 4 bags at each
wheel, and height sensors to monitor how much the bags inflate. Every time the car is started,
the computer runs a quick test on the compressor and bags to check for leaks. A leak in one of
the bags will cause the ride height to be lower, which is detected by the computer using the
height sensor. Always have the height sensors checked out before replacing a bag as these can
malfunction and give a false reading causing the warning light to illuminate. When this light
comes on, the computer will save a code to identify any issues that it has detected. You can
remove wheels and inspect the bags for any excessive cracking or leaks, but you should still
have the car scanned in case there are multiple codes stored. Depending on the severity of the
issue, it may or may not be safe to drive your vehicle when this light comes on. If you have one
bag that is leaking slowly, the compressor will just need to work a little harder to try and keep
the car at the correct height. In this situation, the car should not be driven at all. Not only will
the car have terrible handling, without the suspension to absorb any knocks, all the impacts will
be transferred to the body of the car which is not designed for this sort of thing. If your air
suspension light is on, our certified technicians are always available to help you diagnose any
issues you may be experiencing. Our experienced technicians can even replace the air
suspension compressor or the air suspension dryer for you, if needed. The most popular
service booked by readers of this article is Air Suspension Compressor Replacement. Our
certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes,
scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our
certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car
repair. Air Suspension Compressor Replacement Cost. Service Location. What to do when the
air suspension warning light is on When this light comes on, the computer will save a code to
identify any issues that it has detected. Is it safe to drive when the air suspension warning light
is on? Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and
should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent
Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. What Do the Headlight
Indicators Mean? Recent Air Suspension Compressor Replacement reviews. Excellent Rating.
Rating Summary. Ben 41 years of experience. Request Ben. Ben has been nothing short of
Fantastic. A true professional, knew exactly what needs to be done and was able to complete a
fairly complex task in a short period of time. I Highly Recommend Ben to anyone and would
trust his judgement with any auto service solution. Tien 23 years of experience. Request Tien.
Tien has serviced our vehicle a few times. He's always terrific -- communicative, thorough,
professional, and friendly. Tien is very knowledgeable and great what what he does. Chad 16
years of experience. Request Chad. Chad has gone above what was expected, and despite a
support staff that really needs improvement Chad is great. His company told him it would take
three days to get the parts. But he found the part local and fixed my car right away. I work so he
was my call and it was great. Duane 25 years of experience. Request Duane. Duane is a fantastic
mechanic. He does a through job making sure everything is right the first time. This is the
second time He comes to fix my Escalade. He performed the job very quickly, and explained to
me what he did and the results are fantastic. The care drives like when I originally bought it. I
definitely recommend him. You will not be disappointed! Need Help With Your Car? Related
articles. At times, however, car issues will arise, and every vehicle will display certain warning
signs. To reduce the potential for breakdown, and expensive Read more. The immobilizer
warning light turns on if your anti-theft system does not recognize the car key being used, if it's
the wrong key or low on battery. If you see the Check Engine Light or other warnings, get it
inspected right away. Related questions My all wheel drive light keep
toyota celica manual
99 vw cabrio
crysler 200 s
going on and off. My abs light stays on. There could be a wheel speed sensor that could have
failed and is not functioning properly that is causing the ABS and AWD lights to come on. The
AWD light will come on in the event that the transmission is Ck engine soon light is on If your

vehicle's check engine light illuminates, there is a malfunction that should be investigated and
repaired. However, the seriousness of the malfunction is hard to judge unless and until a Code
Scanner is used by the Mechanic to download The battery light and the emergency brake light
illuminate when I turn on the car. The car shakes when they are on. Hello and thank you for your
question. Check your alternator for voltage at low idle and when the engine is at 3, rpm. It
sounds like the alternator is not producing enough voltage at a low rpm. The battery light
Browse other content. Schedule your Air Suspension Compressor Replacement today! Air
Suspension Compressor Replacement Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

